
Map&Guide Fleet Navigator 5.2 (Europe incl. East-Europe, Speech, TMC) [PDA/PC] [SPECIAL]

[http://www.cartft.com/catalog/il/581]

 

129.00 EUR

incl. 19% VAT, plus shipping

• TMC support !

• 2D/3D view !

• Speech !

• Europe maps !

 

Professional navigation on notebook or Car PC with door-to-door routing and Touchscreen optimized interface. 
Audio navigation prompts are combined with a clear map display on the PC. 
 
New with version 5.2 (25.02.2009): 
- Map data Q2/2008 
- Windows Vista support 
- PayTMC support (on request. Project based) 
- 18 languages 
 
New with version 5 (03.10.2008): 
- Driver can decide how much he wants to avoid side roads and city throughpassing. - Turnover manoveurs are avoided on 
constructional not seperated roads. - Navigation recognizes when starting point and end point are in restricted areas. 
- Speed warning in many countries. 
- Automatic smart zoom for optimal map information when approaching manoveur points. - Direction display of highway signs - 
Automatic change of day- and night-view possible 
- Improved and updated maps 
 
 
For the following languages there is one male and one female speaker available : Bulgarian, Czech, Dutch, German, English, Spanish, 
French, Hungarian, Italian, Norwegian, Danish, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Slovene, Slovak, Swedish and Turkish. 
 
The map material - provided by NAVTEQ - for Eastern and Western Europe is used as the basis for navigation. 
Dynamic navigation: 
The latest TMC tailback information (Germany only) is received during the journey free of charge via a TMC receiver and can be 
integrated into navigation if desired. 
 
Trunk roads and motorways that should be avoided due to known traffic disruptions (such as roadworks) or toll charges can be 
manually blocked for navigation. 
 
Address data (route lists) from map&guide standard products or Pocket Outlook can be easily used for navigation. 
 
map&guide fleet navigator can be remote controlled by almost any software capable of communication. Here you have "Remote 
Control" and "Remote Interface" at your disposal. New destinations or driving instructions can be transferred to map&guide fleet 
navigator via remote control. This means the driver can be immediately navigated or redirected to the new destination. 
 
In combination with a fleet management system, the driver can use map&guide fleet navigator to transfer his/her current position to 
operation headquarters. Headquarters is thereby provided with important information on which to base decisions relating to the further 
deployment of drivers and vehicles. Included maps : 
- Benelux City 
- Central Europe City (D,A,CH) 
- Germany City 
- Denmark City 
- Major road network in Europe 
- Finland City 
- France City 
- Great Britain + Ireland City 
- Spain + Portugal City 
- Italy City 
- Norway City
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- Sweden City 
- Czech Republic 
- Hungary 
- Poland 
- Romania 
- Slovakia 
- Slovenia 
 
 
Scope of Supply : 
- Fleet Navigator 5.2 (includes PDA/PC program and all maps) 
 
 
Screenshot-gallery with Step-by-Step introduction 
 

 
 
With every shipment from CarTFT.com you get a 30 day limited test version of FleetNavigator (with version 4.0) with map Mitteleuropa
City.
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